
 Hello everyone. 

Thank you very much for your interest in us and for your ongoing support. 

 At the end of September, the Medium-Term Management Plan "SMBC Group Next 

Stage", which ends in FY3/20, reached the half way point. 

In the past year and a half, we have implemented various measures to attain the 

goal of becoming a financial group with high quality. 

I believe we achieved some positive results in both strategic initiatives and financial 

results, suggesting we are on the right track. 

 Today, I would first like to make a presentation for about 35 minutes 

before answering any questions you may have. 

 Please turn to page 3. 
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 This is today’s agenda. 

 First I will talk about the performance of 1H, FY3/19 and our earnings targets for 

FY3/19, followed by the progress of the Medium-Term Management Plan and 

initiatives going forward, and our capital policy. 

 Please turn to page 5. 
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 Here is the performance highlights of 1H, FY3/19. 

 Profit attributable to owners of parent was ¥472.6 billion, which reached 68% of the 

full year target. 

 Consolidated net business profit increased by ¥39.1 billion year on year, mainly 

because the top-line profit increased in each business unit. 

The impact on each major accounting item from the deconsolidation of the Kansai 

regional banks, which happened in March 2018, is shown in the bottom right. 

In the first half, while there were some impact to the consolidated gross profit and 

G&A expenses due to the deconsolidation, the impact on net business profit was 

limited to a ¥1 billion increase because Equity in gains of affiliates recorded a gain of 

¥13 billion on share exchanges. 

 Profit attributable to owners of parent increased by ¥52.5 billion year on year, mainly 

due to the increase in net business profit as well as lower credit costs associated 

with the reversal of credit costs from large borrowers at SMBC. 

 Compared with the financial target announced in May, Profit attributable to owners of 

parent was higher by ¥162.6 billion due to higher net business profit in each 

business unit as well as lower-than-expected credit costs. 

 Please turn to page 7. 
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 Here is the earnings target for FY3/19. 

 Consolidated net business profit was revised upward by ¥25 billion as we expect 

the market conditions in the second half to be uncertain while the first half results 

exceeded the May target by ¥85.4 billion. 

Ordinary profit was revised upward by ¥100 billion as a result of lowering the target 

for credit costs based on the results of the first half. 

 On the other hand, profit attributable to owners of parent remains unchanged as 

income tax would increase because (a) profit is higher than expected and (b) tax on 

unrealized gains on assets is expected to be imposed as a result of applying the 

consolidated tax system to SMCC, which will become a wholly owned subsidiary of 

SMFG. 

 Now, let us move on to the progress and strategy going forward regarding our 

Medium-Term Management Plan. 

 Please turn to page 17. 
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 Here is a review of the first half of the Medium-Term Management Plan and 

initiatives going forward. 

 Our medium-  to long-term vision is to be "a global financial group  

that leads growth in Japan and Asia by earning the highest trust of our customers.” 

To realize this vision, we will pursue “quality” in every aspect and improve efficiency 

under the current Medium-Term Management Plan. 

 In September, we reached the half way point of the three-year plan. In the past year 

and a half, we put various initiatives into action as shown in this slide based on 

three core policies: "Discipline", "Focus“, and "Integration.” As Group CEO, I think 

that we are showing good progress so far. 

 In terms of capital policy, we expect to reach the CET1 ratio target ahead of 

schedule. To enhance shareholder returns, we introduced a progressive dividend 

policy, increased our divided per share for FY3/18 by ¥20 year-on-year, and 

conducted share buyback of ¥70 billion. 

 We also made good progress in financial targets as shown at the bottom. 

 Overall, we made good progress in both strategic initiatives and financial results. 

However, in the face of increasing uncertainty over the business environment, we 

will never relax our mind and will continue to leverage our strengths, which are 

speed and the ability to execute. We will further accelerate the Medium-Term 

Management Plan and work on enhancing shareholder returns and investing for 

growth. 

 From the next page, we will discuss our initiatives in detail. 

Please turn to page 18. 
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 Let me talk about the transformation of our business/asset portfolio. 

 The slide shows a list of the major deals announced or done for group 

reorganization. As indicated by the arrows, each deal contributes to improving 

capital efficiency through an increase in bottom-line profit or a reduction in risk-

weighted assets. 

 In September, we announced that SMFG will make SMCC a wholly owned 

subsidiary by purchasing all of SMCC shares (34%) held by NTT DoCoMo.  

Through this reorganization, we will establish a new framework for cooperation with 

NTT DoCoMo, which we have had joint investment of SMCC since 2005. 

I will explain the details later. 

 We will further improve ROE by optimizing the group structure in a speedy manner. 

 Please turn to page 19. 
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 Here is a summary of our cost control measures. 

 We made good progress in three key initiatives outlined in the Medium-Term 

Management Plan. Out of the ¥50 billion target over the three years, we have 

already materialized a reduction of ¥33 billion. 

We will continue to promote these initiatives and aim for a reduction of ¥100 billion 

in the medium-term. 

 We reduced the workload of 2,100 people by the end of the first half of FY3/19. 

The capacity generated will allow us to redeploy personnel to strategic business 

fields and also to control the number of employees by curbing the hire of new 

graduates and not re-hiring temporary staff. 

For example at SMBC, we reduced the recruitment of new graduates joining 

FY3/19 by 40% compared with the previous fiscal year. We plan to further reduce 

by 20% year-on-year in FY3/20. 

 The bottom right shows the transition of OHR. 

OHR in the first half of FY3/19 was 59%, despite excluding the impact from  

the deconsolidation of the Kansai regional banks. This was due to the favorable 

performance of the top-line profit. 

OHR is expected to increase in the second half of FY3/19 because of the 

deconsolidation of SMFL and the merger of BTPN and SMBC Indonesia. 

However, we will continue to strengthen our cost control efforts on a group basis to 

achieve the target of the Medium-Term Management Plan, even after considering 

the expected increase. 

 Please turn to page 20. 
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 From here on, we will discuss initiatives by business unit. 

 The year-on-year changes in consolidated net business profit are shown  

on the right hand side. Three business units increased their net business profit  

and the retail business unit showed almost the same level  

as the previous fiscal year which recorded a very good performance. 

 From the next page, I will discuss initiatives for each business unit. 

Please turn to page 21. 
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 First, let’s look at the Retail business unit. 

I will first explain the wealth management business as shown on the left. 

 The balance of fee-based AUM increased steadily by executing the wealth management 

strategy which we have been working on from an early stage. Especially, the balance of 

foreign currency deposits showed a steady increase at both SMBC and SMBC Trust. We 

hold the No.1 position in foreign currency deposits in Japan. 

 One of our strengths in the wealth management business is to meet our customers' 

medium- to long-term investment needs by leveraging each company’s strength;  

SMBC is one of the three megabanks, SMBC Nikko is one of the three largest securities 

companies, and SMBC Trust's PRESTIA succeeded Citibank's Japanese retail business. 

We will continue to strengthen the wealth management business through these three 

companies. 

 Next, I would like to talk about the progress of branch reorganization as shown on the right. 

We have made steady progress in the three-year plan to transform  

all 430 branches into smart branches. In the first year and a half, we transformed 142 

branches. 

 Some positive effects are already seen through the reorganization. The graph at the bottom 

right shows the trend in the number of high counter visitors, i.e., the counter for transfers, 

deposits, and withdrawals. The number of these visitors is decreasing due to the shift to 

smartphone and internet banking. 

 On the other hand, the sales of investment products to high-net-worth individuals are 

increasing steadily. This means that branch reorganization contributes to not only cost 

reduction but also the enhancement of our consulting service for clients. 

 Please turn to page 22. 
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 This slide explains our cashless payment strategy. 

 As we announced in September, we plan to reorganize our Group's card business. 

Specifically, we will make SMCC a wholly owned subsidiary by purchasing its shares held 

by NTT DoCoMo. After that, we will make Cedyna a subsidiary of SMCC. 

 Through this reorganization, SMCC and Cedyna will become the largest cashless payment 

base in Japan with the amount of about ¥30 trillion in settlement handled. We aim to 

become Japan’s No.1 all-around payment company in a cashless society that changes 

from day to day by operating the two companies as if they were a single entity which will 

lead to speedy decision-making and strategy formulation. 

 The right hand side shows the overview of the cashless payment market. 

Currently, Japan's cash payment market is approximately ¥130 trillion. Out of this, ¥60 

trillion is cash payments made at credit card franchised stores. These were made by 

people who prefer cash payments. The remaining ¥70 trillion is cash payments made at 

credit card non-franchised stores. This is because there are business-operators that do not 

take on credit card payments because of its high commission fee, etc. 

 Our strategy is to enter in this huge cash payment market and shift these cash payments to 

cashless payments by providing comprehensive solutions that benefit both the business-

operators and end-users at a competitive cost. In formulating this strategy, we studied what 

can be done on a group basis to maximize our advantages by identifying hurdles to evolve 

the cashless payment market in Japan and our customers’ needs. 

 The card commission fee rate is on a downward trend.  

However, we believe that evolving the cashless payment market as a front-runner will not 

only expand the market size but also increase our market share. 

We will reduce the impact from the decline in the card commission fee rate by increasing 

our fee and finance income through the increase of our transaction volume. 

 Please turn to page 24. 
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 Next is the Wholesale business unit. 

 We achieved a high ROE of 13.3% for the first half of FY3/19. This is mainly due to 

(a) leveraging our competitive advantages as shown in the top left, (b) our efforts to 

improve profitability, and (c) low credit costs. 

 The bottom left hand side shows the trend of loan spread. 

As the low interest rate environment continues, the loan spread has continued to 

narrow for several years. However, the loan spread on the overall outstanding loan 

balance and the spread on new loans are now almost at the same level. We 

therefore expect the loan spread to stop contracting in the not-so-distant future. 

 In addition, we are also working to transform our profit structure. 

The right hand side shows the gross profit of the wholesale business unit and its 

breakdown. Interest income decreased by about 6% year-on-year in the first half of 

FY3/19. However, non-interest income such as FX and money transfer fees 

increased in a steady manner. And also, we were able to execute some large-scale 

deals. Overall, total income increased by about 5% despite the decline in interest 

income. 

 Please turn to page 25. 
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 In the Japanese corporate banking business where we hold strength, we are 

working on strengthening our relationship with our clients and enhancing service 

providing capabilities. 

 First, we are building on our lead position in the Japanese medium-sized enterprise 

market by offering multi-solutions on a group-wide basis. 

 The bottom left shows the number of deals closed and the deal amount through 

clients referrals within group companies. 

Both are increasing due to the steady progress in collaboration within group 

companies as we introduced the business unit system. 

 Let’s move on to the right hand side. We are expanding transactions  

with large corporate clients by formulating sophisticated account plans shared 

within the group and by providing solutions on a global basis. 

 The M&A league table is shown on the bottom right, we achieved the top position in 

the number of M&A advisory deals in Japan with strengthened bank-securities 

collaboration and domestic-international integration model. 

The earnings on a group basis have increased due to our efforts to capture 

opportunities such as FX, LBO finance and transaction business accompanying 

M&A deals. 

 Please turn to page 26. 
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 Let's move on to the International business unit. 

 The left hand side shows our overseas asset portfolio.  

We are working on promoting cross-selling and enhancing products  

where we hold strengths in order to improve asset efficiency. 

 As shown on the right, we made steady progress in cross-selling. Non-asset based 

profit such as securities, deposits, FX and derivatives for non-Japanese large 

corporate clients in Europe and the U.S. increased by 35% over the three years 

from FY3/15 to FY3/18. 

 Especially, we are focusing on the securities business such as bond underwriting. 

The number of active book runner transactions in the first half of FY3/19 was  

almost doubled compared with the same period of the previous fiscal year. 

Also, we are now seeing cases in which SMBC Nikko is appointed “top left” status 

for the bond issuances by non-Japanese corporate clients. 

I am happy to see that SMBC Nikko has improved their overseas business 

capabilities. 

 Please turn to page 27. 
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 The left shows our initiatives for enhancing products where we hold strengths. 

 We are working on further improving profitability and market presence for products 

such as aircraft leasing and project finance. 

We will further strengthen our origination and distribution capabilities while 

controlling our total balance of assets through the O&D business model. 

 The right shows our Asian strategy which we are promoting as a 10-year plan.  

You can see a steady increase in the number of clients and profits with  

local blue-chip companies. 

 In Indonesia, where we are implementing the multi-franchise strategy,  

the merger of BTPN and SMBC Indonesia is under process.  

As mentioned before, the target is to close in the second half of FY3/19. 

 Please turn to page 28. 
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 Next is foreign currency funding. 

 As you can see on the left hand side, we used to rely on short-term funding  

such as CD and CP  for some of our foreign currency loans in the past.  

However, as a result of our efforts to increase customer deposits and medium- to long-term 

funding at a pace that exceeds the growth of loans,  

we currently cover all of our loans with customer deposits and medium- to long-term funding. 

 We do not have a U.S. dollar retail deposit base overseas.  

Therefore, foreign currency funding is one of the most important management issues  

as it is essential in order to grow our overseas business. 

We conduct our foreign currency funding operations with focus on not only  

increasing volume but also pursuing quality, stability, and low-cost. 

 As for customer deposits as shown on the top right, we focus on quality  

e.g. aiming to increase sticky customer settlement deposits through  

the introduction of Electronic Banking. 

 As for bonds which is one of our medium- to long-term funding methods, we are working to 

stabilize funding by diversifying our funding methods and broadening our investor base. One of 

our recent initiatives was the issuance of the first covered bond in Japan. 

This was secured by mortgage-backed securities held by SMBC with triple-A ratings  

which were the first time for a private financial institution in Japan.  

We expect it will bring us a secure funding method at low interest rate in times of market stress, 

a reduction in cost and broadening of our investor base. 

 As for yen swaps which is another method for medium- to long-term funding, 

we conduct operations with focus on cost. Funding costs for yen swaps are currently at 

historically low levels. So, we increased our funding amount in the first half of FY3/19 taking 

advantage of this favorable market condition. 

 Please turn to page 29. 
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 Last is the Global Markets business unit. 

 First is our efforts toward market sensitive nimble portfolio management.  

In the first half of FY3/19, we were able to make profit by taking advantage  

of the stock market upswing in the beginning of the fiscal year  

and rebalancing portfolio from equities to bonds before the rise of the trade issues. 

 Although the market outlook remains unclear, we will continue to rebalance  

our portfolio dynamically according to the environmental changes by harnessing  

our strengths in trading capabilities to capture earnings opportunities. 

 Moving on to the right hand side, we seek to further enhance Sales and Trading. 

 In the first half of FY3/19, global derivatives trading and overseas FX-related 

transactions were brisk at SMBC, while SMBC Nikko struggled in trading income 

mainly due to the sluggish JGB and overseas credit market. 

This is the result of our efforts to capture deal opportunities by identifying the risks 

of customers and providing high-quality solutions from a customer’s point of view. 

 Please turn to page 30. 
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 This page is showing you our digitalization strategy. 

 We are promoting digitalization in four ways shown in the slide as we incorporate 

various technologies. 

 Please turn to page 31. 
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 Here are some recent initiatives using AI. 

 Recently, services that utilize technology to propose optimal investment portfolio 

(e.g. robotic advisors) have been launched. 

 Under these circumstances, we are developing AI-based investment information 

services. We are working together with a successful Japanese AI startup “Heroz”, 

who is famous for its AI-based Shogi (Japanese chess) games. Heroz and SMBC 

Group met at “SMBC BREWERY”, a workshop program for companies to develop 

new businesses within different industries. 

 An AI stock portfolio diagnostic service shown on the top left proposes an 

investment portfolio with high expected returns based on historical stock prices and 

financial data. This is expected to be the first service for individual stocks launched 

in Japan targeted for individual customers. 

 Examples of utilizing AI to improve efficiency and upgrade operations are shown on 

the right. 

 “Detecting changes in borrowers’ financial status” is a system that uses AI to 

analyze account information and detect changes in business conditions of an 

obligor earlier than the conventional method. We are using this system to make 

proposals to our clients as well as to improve our credit monitoring capabilities. 

In addition to such internal use, we have started selling this system to companies in 

the industry. Dozen inquiries have already been received from regional banks. 

 Shown at the bottom right, we are working to upgrade our credit screening system 

for card loans by analyzing approximately 2.6 billion transaction information of 

borrowers at Promise (SMBCCF) using AI. 

 Please turn to page 32. 



 This page shows our ESG initiatives. 

 For Environment, we have begun to analyze and quantify data of climate-related 

impact according to TCFD and plan to disclose its progress as required. 

 We also revised the credit policy for businesses associated with environmental  

and social risk, such as coal-fired power plants, palm oil plantation developments, 

and deforestation. 

 For Society, SMBC received this October Top Gold Rating on PRIDE index 

evaluation for LGBT-related initiatives for the second consecutive year. 

 We are the only megabank that is included in all of the ESG indices selected by 

GPIF. 

 Please turn to page 33. 
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 This slide shows our governance framework. 

 We appointed seven outside directors with diverse knowledge and experience, 

 and the ratio of outside directors in the Board of Directors exceeds 40%. 

 All three statutory committees are chaired by outside directors. 

 In August, we announced the establishment of SMBC Group Global Advisory 

Meeting which acts in advisory capacity to the Management committee. 

 On August 21, the first meeting was held. The global advisors provided us with 

information of trends and developments in the financial sector.  

In addition, they provided insight in respect of political and economic issues relating 

to the formulation of strategy and key risks that we face. 

 Please turn to page 34. 
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 This slide describes our efforts towards realizing a sustainable society. 

 As shown on the left, we established the “Corporate Sustainability Committee” last 

month. I myself, as Group CEO, will chair this committee to accelerate sustainability 

management. 

 Sustainability management means "management that takes into account the 

viability of society.” While we had been working on this in our past CSR activities, 

we will focus more on this taking into account the higher expectations and 

requirements from the society and stakeholders. 

 Specifically, we will enter a stage where our initiatives for Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDGs) adopted by the United Nations would be conducted with more focus 

on thinking how we can resolve social issues as a company. 

 As shown on the right, SMBC Group selected 10 goals to focus on to realize SDGs 

through our core business. 

In FY3/19, we incorporated these initiatives into the business plan of each business 

unit and are implementing them accordingly. 

 Next, we will discuss our capital policy. 

Please turn to page 36. 
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 This slide illustrates our capital position. 

 As shown on the right, the CET1 ratio on the Post-Basel III reforms basis which 

excludes unrealized gains on securities was 9.8% at the end of September 2018, 

0.3% increase from the end of March 2018. 

 This is due to the fact that risk-weighted assets were nearly flat. 

The increase due to the impact of FX changes and overseas loan expansion were 

offset by the decrease of the investment positions in the Global Markets Business 

Unit and improvement of asset quality of domestic loans. 

 We expect the CET1 ratio to reach our target of 10% by the end of FY3/19,  

which means we will attain our Medium-Term Management Plan target  

one year ahead of schedule. 

 Please turn to page 37. 
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 Let's move on to our basic capital policy. 

 In the past, we have prioritized strengthening our capital base assuming tougher 

international regulations, but we believe we have reached the stage where focus 

can be put on enhancing shareholder returns and investing for growth now that 

regulatory uncertainty has cleared and we are on track to attain our CET1 ratio 

target. In light of these circumstances, the Board of Directors held thorough 

discussions and announced our updated capital policy in May as shown on the 

slide. 

 Our basic policy is to achieve a healthy balance among securing financial 

soundness, enhancing shareholder returns, and investing for growth. 

Dividends are our principal approach to shareholder returns, and on top of that  

we will also proceed with share buybacks on a flexible basis. 

 With regard to dividends, we aim to pay progressive dividends supported by our 

sustainable earnings growth, targeting a dividend payout ratio of 40% during the 

period of the next Medium-Term Management Plan starting from April 2020.  

 We will also conduct flexible share buybacks assuming our financial soundness is 

maintained, taking into consideration our capital position, earnings trends, share 

price, growth investment opportunities, and other factors. 

 Please turn to page 38. 
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 This slide shows our policy on shareholder returns for FY3/19. 

 For dividends, we will maintain the FY3/18 level of ¥170 per share  

despite a decline being forecasted in profit attributable to owners of parent. 

 Please turn to page 39. 
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 Next is strategic shareholdings. 

 We aim to halve the ratio of the book value of domestic listed stocks to CET1 to 

14% during the five years from the end of September 2015, or reducing by ¥500 

billion on a book value basis. 

 We are making steady progress with the reduction of strategic shareholdings. 

Reduction in the first half was ¥53 billion and totaled ¥283 billion since the end of 

September 2015. 

 We have also gained consent to sell from clients a further ¥83 billion (outstanding 

as of end-September 2018), bringing the total to ¥366 billion. 

 We will continue to reduce our strategic shareholding according to the plan both to 

control the impact of share price fluctuations capital and to comply with the revised 

Corporate Governance Code. 

 Please turn to page 40. 
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 Lastly, here are the key takeaways of today’s presentation. 

 I sincerely ask for your continued support and understanding. 

Thank you. 
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